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Dear valued customer,
W5 Aviation LLC proudly introduces
the Aircraft Records Management
Service. Taking good care of a business
jet as an asset should include premier
upkeeping of the aircraft maintenance
records. After all, these records make
up at least 20 percent of the aircraft
value! Why not give them the proper
attention accordingly?
We at W5 Aviation sort, reorganize,
digitalize and repack your aircraft
technical records. Once processed
through our filing system, they will not
only be presentable, but complete,
reliable and easy to read.
Are you ready to take your aircraft
records to the next level?
Contact us for a presentation of the
various services we can offer.

LUKAS WEISS
DIRECTOR

W5 AVIATION LLC
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SORT - ORGANIZE - FILE
It is a dry and tedious task and nobody likes to do it: sorting, indexing and filing your aircraft
technical records! However, well organized records would make airworthiness reviews or audits of
any kind much easier. We have perfected the process of sorting, organizing and filing the records of
both aged aircraft and those just entering service.

The W5 Aviation system is straight forward and easy to understand for just anybody, current and
future owners and operators. Binders and boxes used are of high quality ensuring proper and
durable protection of your valuable files.

W5 AVIATION PROCESS

1

Receive hard-copy records.

2

Sort files chronologically by date.

3

Identify and index individual work reports.

4

Identify and index ADs, SBs, Mods and time
critical parts.

5

Identify and recover/reconstruct missing
data as per FAA AC43-9C and EASA AMC
M.A. 305(h) standards.

6

Reorganize files in binders and boxes.

7

Issue master inventory list with detailed index.

OPTIONAL SERVICES

AIRCRAFT RECORDS
KEEPING STANDARDS

OUR PROMISE

Verify and complement
computerized
maintenance tracking

EASA Part M Subpart C M.A.305

have been reorganized as per

FAA FAR 91.417

system data (CAMP,
CMP).
Digitalize all data and
upload to Cloud

W5 AVIATION LLC

Once your technical records

FAA FAR 135.439
OTAR Part 39 Subpart D

the W5 Aviation Process, you
will be able to locate an
individual file in less than 5
minutes!
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VERIFY - CORRECT - MAINTAIN

For a technical director or CAMO specialist the day is loaded with maintenance planning,
dealing with an AOG or an on-site visit at the MRO working on your aircraft. Keeping up with
maintaining your aircraft records usually ends up at the bottom of the to-do-list. That is where
W5 Aviation can step in and support.

W5 AVIATION PROCESS

1

Receive hard-copy work reports.

2

Check package for completeness (compare with
work order).

3

Update aircraft log books with release
certificates.

4

Monitor and verify computerized maintenance
program update (CAMP; CMP):
Compliance date and times
Task, AD and SB compliance
Next due for overhauled or replaced
components
Link to scanned compliance records (CRS,
task card, parts certificate).

5

Initiate and supervise all necessary corrections.

6

Reorganize files in binders and boxes.

7

Update aircraft records master inventory list and
index.

8

Store files at the W5 Aviation warehouse or
owner/operator location.

OPTIONAL SERVICES

FOR BEST RESULTS

Digitalize all data and upload to
Cloud.

We recommend to first reorganize all
history records as per the W5 Aviation

Issue detailed audit report to support the

"Sort-Organize-File" method.

annual airworthiness review.

W5 AVIATION LLC
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DIGITALIZE
Get ready for the digital age by generating a complete digital image of all paper aircraft
technical record files. The two main computerized maintenance programs (CAMP & CMP) offer
digital logbooks and a database for all scanned files. This database is only useful if maintained
properly. We will verify all digital files on these platforms and complement the database as
needed. In addition W5 Aviation offers an independent, easy to use cloud based digital storage
for all your aircraft records.

CAMP/MYCMP ELECTRONIC
DATABASE

1

W5 AVIATION CLOUD
SERVICE

1

Verify that all critical

Sort, organize and file all

aircraft history maintenance

aircraft technical records

data is available and

as per W5 Aviation process.

properly filed on the
platform.

2

2

Digitalize the files.

3

Index individual files and

Complement the database
with missing history files.

documents for easy access

3

to a level selected by the

Complement and maintain

client.

e-logbooks for airframe,
engines and APU.

4
4

Monitor updates of current
and future maintenance
events.

Upload all data to the W5
Aviation Cloud or customer's
own network as per the latest
electronic data management
protocols.

CLOUD SERVICE

W5 Aviation can store your digitals files on OneDrive for Business if desired. Encrypted and
password protected access for selected individuals can make remote audits for leasing
companies, banks, authorities and prospective buyers possible. No CAMP/CMP access or
knowledge, and no special software needed. Access to your data from anywhere, anytime!

W5 AVIATION LLC
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SORT - ORGANIZE -FILE

W5 AVIATION PROCESS
(actual project)

1

5

Receive hard-copy

Ready for shipping

records

2

4

Sort

Issue master
inventory list

3

Reorganize in
binders & boxes

W5 AVIATION LLC
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CONTACT
Please don't hesitate to contact us for a proposal tailored to your specific requirements.

ADDRESS

W5 Aviation LLC
Taeusistrasse 45
8630 Rueti
Switzerland

E-MAIL

lukas.weiss@w5aviation.com
PHONE

+41 76 356 82 57

WEBSITE

www.w5aviation.com

Lukas Weiss

W5 AVIATION LLC
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